Client-Side Scanning
What it is and why it threatens
trustworthy, private communications

Encryption is a technology designed to help Internet users keep their information and communications private
and secure. The process of encryption scrambles information so that it can only be read by someone with the
“key” to unscramble the information. Encryption protects day-to-day activities like online banking and
shopping. It also prevents data from being stolen in data breaches, and ensures private messages stay private.
Encryption is also crucial to protect the communications of law enforcement, military personnel, and
increasingly, emergency responders.
End-to-End (E2E) encryption — where the keys needed to unscramble an encrypted communication reside
only on the devices communicating — provides the strongest level of security and trust, because by design,
only the intended recipient holds the key to decrypt the message. E2E encryption is an essential tool to
ensure secure and confidential communications. Adding message scanning, even if it is “client-side”, breaks
the E2E encryption model and fundamentally breaches the confidentiality that users expect.

What is client-side scanning?
Client-side scanning broadly refers to systems that scan message contents — i.e., text, images, videos, files —
for matches against a database of objectionable content before the message is sent to the intended
recipient. For example, your anti-virus software may do this to find and disable malware on your computer.

With major platform providers moving towards implementing more E2E encryption, and calls by some in law
enforcement to facilitate access to message contents in order to help identify and prevent sharing of
objectional content,1 there is a possibility that client-side scanning could emerge as the preferred mechanism
to address objectionable content shared on E2E encrypted services without breaking the cryptography.
However, client-side scanning would compromise the privacy and security that users both assume and rely
on. By making the contents of messages no longer private between the sender and receiver, client-side
scanning breaks the E2E trust model. The complexity it adds could also limit the reliability of a
communications system, and potentially stop legitimate messages from reaching their intended destinations.
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Client-side scanning to prevent the sharing of objectionable content
When intended to prevent the sharing of objectionable content, client-side scanning generally refers to a way
for software on user devices (often referred to as “clients” and including things like smartphones, tablets, or
computers) to create functionally unique2 digital “fingerprints” of user content (called “hashes”). It then
compares them to a database of digital fingerprints of known objectionable content such as malicious
software (malware), images, videos, or graphics.3 If a match is found, the software may prevent that file from
being sent, and/or notify a third party about the attempt, often without the user being aware.

How Client-Side Scanning Works
There are two basic methods of client-side scanning for objectionable content on an E2E encrypted
communications service, one which performs the comparison of digital fingerprints on the user’s device and
the other that does the comparison of digital fingerprints on a remote server (the content stays on the
device).
1.

Comparison performed on the user’s device (local digital fingerprint matching)
The application on a user’s device (phone, tablet, or computer) has an up-to-date full database of
functionally unique digital fingerprints of known content of interest. The content that the user is
about to encrypt and send in a message is converted to a digital fingerprint using the same
techniques applied to digital fingerprints in the full database. If a match is found, then the message
may not be sent, and a designated third party (such as law enforcement authorities, national security
agencies, or the provider of the filtering services) could be notified.

2.

Comparison performed on a remote server
There may be significant challenges with maintaining a full database and performing the real-time
analysis on a user’s device. The alternative is to transmit the digital fingerprints of a user’s content to
a server where a comparison with a central database is performed.

Problems with Client-Side Scanning for Objectionable Content
When the comparison of digital fingerprints is performed on a remote server, it could allow the service
provider, and anyone else with whom they choose to share the information, to monitor and filter content a
user wants to send. When the comparison takes place on the user’s device, if third parties are notified of any
objectionable content found, the same considerations apply. This fundamentally defeats the purpose of E2E
encryption. Private and secure E2E encrypted communications between two parties, or among a group, are
meant to stay private. If people suspect their content is being scanned, they may self-censor, switch to
another service without client-side scanning, or use another means of communication.
It creates vulnerabilities for criminals to exploit: Adding client-side scanning functionality increases the ‘attack
surface’ by creating additional ways to interfere with communications by manipulating the database of
objectionable content. Adversaries with the ability to add digital fingerprints to the database and receive
notifications when matches to those fingerprints are found would have a way to monitor select user content
before it is encrypted and sent. This would allow them to track to whom, when, and where certain content
was communicated. These fingerprints could include commonly used passwords or other information to
enable attacks such as social engineering, extortion, or blackmail. By leveraging a system’s blocking features,
criminals could even choose to block users from sending specific content. This could be targeted to impact
legitimate uses, potentially impeding the communications of law enforcement, emergency response and
national security personnel.
2
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A system could be developed where the digital fingerprints are less unique, resulting in more pieces of content using
the same fingerprint. However, where false positives could result in the use of serious resources (such as a police raid)
designers of client-side scanning systems are incentivized to make the digital fingerprints as unique as possible.
Client-side scanning is just one of the ways proposed for law enforcement or security agencies to gain access to
encrypted user communications. For more information see:
https://www.internetsociety.org/resources/doc/2018/encryption-brief/
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It creates new technical and process challenges: If comparisons are made on the user’s device, maintaining an
up-to-date version of the full reference database on every device presents its own set of challenges. These
include potential process constraints (e.g. the process to add or remove content fingerprints to the database,
and who has control over or access to it), bandwidth needed to transmit updated versions of the database,
and the processing power on devices required to perform the comparison in real-time. Other considerations
include the potential exposure of the reference database by installing it on the client device, potentially
providing criminals with information about the scanning system. If comparisons are made on a central server,
the digital fingerprint of content the user is attempting to send will be available to whoever controls that
central server – regardless of whether it qualifies as “objectionable” in the view of the surveilling party. This
opens up a new set of issues around the security and privacy of users, potentially exposing details of their
activity to anyone with access to the server.
Mission creep - it could be used for other things: Once it has been implemented, client-side scanning
techniques may not be restricted to just identifying the worst of the worst, i.e., child exploitation or terrorism
content (the two most often cited purposes to justify its use). For example, it could be used to gather
information for advertising, prevent legitimate content from being shared, or even to block communications
between users (such as political opponents). Restricting the database to solely include fingerprints of images,
videos or URLs related to illegal activity (as some propose) is difficult. By creating digital fingerprints of more
content to compare with the digital fingerprints of user content, whoever controls the database can screen
for any content of interest. Further, a client-side scanning system could be extended to monitor the text
content of messages being sent, creating even more risks to our security and privacy.
Criminals will move to another service: E2E encrypted communications systems exist outside the jurisdiction
of any one government. A truly determined criminal would be able to switch away from services known to be
using client-side scanning to avoid getting caught. Criminals could also make modifications to objectionable
content, thus changing the digital fingerprint, and therefore avoiding detection by the client-side scanning
system.

Conclusion
Stopping the spread of terrorist and child exploitation material is an important cause, but it cannot be done in
a way that weakens the security of every user, by modifying communications infrastructure to potentially
monitor what people say to each other. E2E encryption guarantees billions of users around the world can
communicate securely and confidentially,4 and major platforms continue to move towards its adoption as a
way to underpin trustworthiness in their platforms and services.5 Client-side scanning in E2E encrypted
communications services is not a solution for filtering objectionable content. Nor is any other method that
weakens the core of the trusted and private communications upon which we all rely.
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